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ABSTRACT
SecurityEmpire is a new multiplayer computer game to
teach cybersecurity concepts to high school students. We
describe the design and implementation of
SecurityEmpire, explain how it teaches security
concepts, share preliminary evaluative data from
students and teachers, and describe our experiences with
developing, fielding, and evaluating this educational
game. SecurityEmpire challenges each user to build a
green energy company while engaging in sound
information assurance practices and avoiding security
missteps. Sound information assurance practices include:
not clicking on unsafe links, encrypting auction bids,
authenticating software downloads, performing integrity
checks of system software, keeping antivirus protection
up-to-date, and choosing strong passwords. In contrast
with traditional teaching methods, educational games
hold promise for greater student engagement and
learning. We pilot tested an initial version of the game in
computer science classes at partner high schools and in
an undergraduate gaming class at our university. The
preliminary data suggest that the game is engaging and
increases awareness of cybersecurity practices.
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INTRODUCTION

important to achieve the goal provides a compelling
environment for students to learn information security
concepts.
We are designing and developing SecurityEmpire, a
multiplayer computer game that teaches IA concepts to
high school students, assuming no prior training in
cybersecurity. Our multi-disciplinary team has expertise
in IA, game development, graphic arts, and education.
Taking inspiration from classic card and board games,
we designed an interactive game that is playable and
fun–each student grows a green energy company by
collecting parts to build solar, geothermal, or windpowered energy systems. Students learn fundamental
concepts of IA in an authentic and well-motivated
fashion. Players who use sound security practices gain
an advantage in the game.
Unlike the single-player computer game CyberCIEGE
[1], or the Elevation of Privilege card game [2],
SecurityEmpire is a multi-player competitive game
focusing on high-level user behaviors rather than on
detailed technical knowledge of system software. The
games Control-Alt-Hack [3,4] and [d0x3d!] [5] aim to
reach more people by not requiring the player to have
access to a computer and they use security vocabulary as
backdrop for the game but do not explicitly teach IA
concepts. In our setting, essentially all students have
access to computers and they spend many more hours
playing computer games than traditional board or card
games. Computer games are easier to duplicate and
disseminate than are other types of games, albeit harder
to create.
Our contributions include: (1) A description of
SecurityEmpire, our new multiplayer security education
computer game. (2) An account of our experiences
developing the game. (3) Preliminary reactions from
students and teachers who have integrated this game in
high school computer science classes.

Safe cybersecurity practices are essential skills for all
computer users. Two significant threats to cyber safety
are: (1) Users act without thinking about the
consequences of their actions, including ignoring
warning
messages,
visiting
unsafe
websites,
communicating with unauthenticated entities, and
running untrustworthy software. (2) Users lack
awareness of basic Information Assurance (IA) concepts,
including confidentiality, authentication, integrity, and
availability, leading to risky decisions. We address these
threats by increasing awareness of safe cybersecurity
practices through a fun and competitive game that can be
replayed many times. Our work is based on evidence that
students are more motivated and learn more efficiently
PRIOR WORK ON EDUCATION IN GAMES
when engaged in interactive hands-on experiences. Our 2
thesis is that a multiplayer competitive computer game Game players spend hours developing and practicing
with a non-security goal where sound IA practices are skills that will improve their game performance. They
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make this effort for the rewards of winning and because
the game experience itself is entertaining and fun.
Because games lead people to spend hours learning and
honing their skills, it is natural to use them in education.
Games for education, when successful, have the promise
of increased engagement and improved learning [6,7,8].
Research has shown that “skill and drill,” also known as
“edutainment” is not as effective as engaging games with
a narrative context [7]. Schmidtz et al.’s [9] IT-Café that
teaches remedial computer skills is a compelling
example of the skill and drill style of educational game,
while Jianqiang et al.’s [10] Farmer’s Tale that teaches
volunteerism is an example of the later style.
Because developing a fun and engaging game is an
iterative art requiring numerous rounds of play testing
and refinement [11], many educational games are
modifications of existing well-proven non-educational
games. Farmer’s Tale follows inspiration from Zynga’s
Farmville Facebook game [10]. <e-Adventure> takes
inspiration from the Sims series of games [8]. This
model has even been followed outside of computer
games, where card and board games provide inspiration
for physical games to help teach Data Structures and
Algorithms [12].
A wide variety of games can be used for education
purposes. High school students typically have a breadth
of gaming experience. Cone et al. [13] found that those
users who had significant game experience are much
more likely to delve into the complexity of game
structure. The current generation of high school and
college students are “digital natives” and are very skilled
at using a variety of computer technologies [14]. Thus,
to engage our high school students, we should focus on
computer games.
Many games for security education have focused on
training for security professionals. Attack- and defensebased games for teaching IA concepts assume a level of
understanding of computers and security that is beyond
most computer users. This is also the case for cyber
defense competitions and the CyberCIEGE [1,15,16]
educational video game. While some security education
games follow the skill and drill model [17], many
researchers start from transaction diagrams commonly
used in teaching [18,19]. These approaches lead to a
direct simulation of the transactions cast into game form,
as with the envelope and paper game by Hamey [20], or
the attack/defense simulation game of Guimaraes et al.
[21].
One of the most well known games to date for
teaching security concepts is CyberCIEGE. This game is
a resource-management simulation game similar to the
Tycoon video games, which offer a sequence of
campaigns defined in a flexible scenario description
language. While this approach has been successful, all

simulation-style games require a level of knowledge of
the domain area by their users. Instead, we are following
the model of games like Cash City [22], a Monopoly-like
game where houses and risk squares are replaced by
security scenarios, where the user must make choices
that affect whether they gain or lose money in the game.
By contrast, Elevation of Privilege [2] provides cards for
various IA terms and concepts, but relies on players’
existing knowledge of security to help experienced users
explore weaknesses in their own systems.
At the other end of the spectrum, several less formal
games use IA vocabulary, without necessarily addressing
behavior at all. For example, Control-Alt-Hack [3,4] is a
game with a security theme but does not directly teach
security in a similar way SecurityEmpire has a green
energy theme but does not try to teach about energy.
Control-Alt-Hack could be modified to make IA more
central to the game by allowing characters to enhance
their capabilities by correctly answering security content
questions. Peterson et al.’s [d0x3d!] network security
board game aims to reach a diverse audience (including
students), is limited to four players per game, and places
those players in cooperative black-hat roles
[5]. Unfortunately, the strategic elements of the game,
while fun, do not directly demonstrate security risks that
can occur during web-based activities nor do they
demonstrate the need to perform safe security practices.
Our goal is to educate a less technically sophisticated
student base to make them more conscious of IA in their
day-to-day online behavior, rather than to teach specific
technical or management skills. This goal is aligned
with the Department of Defense and the National
Initiative for Cybersecurity Education’s goal of every
household in the United States being aware and able to
respond effectively to cybersecurity threats and
exposures when using their computers.

3

SECURITYEMPIRE GAME DEVELOPMENT

The main objective of our project is to design and
develop an IA educational game that encourages high
school students to stop and think before executing
computer commands and to develop awareness of
selected fundamental concepts in IA. Additional project
objectives include involving our university students in
IA education research, strengthening collaboration
between our university and our partnering high schools
and increasing IA awareness of students at all of these
schools.
The schools that we worked with already had a
partnership with our Education Department and had an
existing infrastructure to facilitate collaboration. One of
the high schools had a focus on Homeland Security and
the other high school focused on Information
Technology, so there was a shared investment in project
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activities. We worked with teachers, principals, and
county-wide administrators to gain approval for the
collaboration in developing and testing the game. School
administrators expressed concern about developing and
running a web-based game on the well-protected county
server. There were a series of meetings to develop a
plan to run the game at the schools in a way that was
aligned with computer use policies of the schools. The
evaluation protocol was approved by the university’s
Intuitional Review Board.
3.1

Game Concept

We selected a game narrative that could easily engage
players in goal directed activities. Nagarajan et al. [23]
state that a successful cybersecurity skills training
program must meet two goals: 1. Get and sustain the
users attention for a span of time; and 2. Communicate
the training content to user in that span of time.
SecurityEmpire accomplishes both of these goals. The
task of the game is to build an empire by gathering
components and constructing energy systems. Players
interact with other players in a marketplace and auction
to trade components. The game is fast-paced and multidimensional so that players’ interest and focus are
sustained.
In designing SecurityEmpire, we developed a strong
core game narrative that could be easily adapted and
extended to teach relevant IA concepts. We created a
game that allows us flexibility to create teachable
moments that maximize the educational impact. We
separated the game theme from the security elements,
allowing us to address issues of playability and teaching
more independently, while giving us the freedom to
expand the educational content of the game without
changing the core elements of the game itself. This
approach separates the “fun” of the game from the
elements we want to teach, while ensuring that the
educational elements remain central and that the students
will learn them while playing the game.
Designing a brand-new game is difficult, as evidenced
by the games created even by large professional
developers that are not successful. We chose to base the
core gameplay on firmly established existing games. The
story of the game sets each player as the owner of a
green technology energy company. The choice of green
technology is not important to the educational goal, but
allows us to set up the competitive nature of the game in
a friendly way, and helps the players to learn that IA is
important even when players are focused on other goals.
KAOS, our artificial IA adversary, instigates simulated
IA events in the context of authentic game events.
Players buy and sell materials to construct green
technology systems and compete with other companies.

Each player builds renewable energy systems (solar
panels, wind turbines, or geothermal plants) to claim
market share, with the ultimate goal of having the most
successful company. Each alternative energy system is
built from six components. Periodically, players receive
new components, which they may trade, buy, or sell to
collect the set they will need to make an end product.
When a player has collected all of the needed parts for
one of the systems, she can build that system and
generate more energy to advance her empire.
Many IA elements occur as the players post and visit
game websites to advance their business. All trading
happens in a common marketplace including links to buy
and sell items. Each player must manage her company’s
budget, including the costs of various types of security.
Players with sound IA practices have the advantage;
players who make security mistakes incur costs and
disruptions to their business activities. In a classroom of
20 to 30 students, the trading game is very fast-paced, so
a time penalty for poor IA practices is a major
disadvantage. The players must be aware of the
possibility of fraudulent offers introduced by KAOS,
because following one of these will simulate an infection
of their system and delay their progress in the game.
They must also weigh the cost of antivirus protection
over the penalty of KAOS-triggered virus infection.
Players have the opportunity to acquire energy units at
an auction and can choose to encrypt their bids to gain
an advantage.
In the high school classroom, the teacher initiates a
game session. During the game, the teacher has a
summary page showing who has built renewable energy
systems and who has suffered from security lapses. The
teacher can pause the game at any time to discuss game
events, can control the pace by distributing additional
money or green energy items, and can control the onset
of security events such as classroom-wide virus attacks.
The system or teacher (not any player) triggers all
simulated negative actions, attributed in the game to the
KAOS adversary.
3.2

Summary of Security Concepts and How They
are Integrated into Gameplay

Learning objectives of the game focus on the
Department of Homeland Security’s message, "Stop.
Think. Connect." [DHS], with additional exposure to
selected fundamental concepts from the Certified
Information Systems Security Professional (CISSP)
knowledge
bank,
including
confidentiality,
authentication, integrity, and availability.
SecurityEmpire does not artificially reward players
who comply with instructions to perform security
measures. Instead, the need for safe cybersecurty
practices are demonstrated in an authentic manner; they
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are presented as the players engage in goal directed
activities. Players who use sound security practices gain
an advantage over those who do not. For example, if a
player fails to encrypt auction bids, a competitor might
eavesdrop to win the bid at lower cost. If a player fails to
authenticate a new version of her antivirus software, her
computers might become infected with malware, costing
time and money to repair the damage. In every simulated
negative result, the player is informed of what she could
have done to prevent it.
SecurityEmpire has a Security Center where players
can learn about and buy security products. Players must
decide how to invest their money in gadget parts and
security products. The economic aspects of the game
introduce an additional authentic dimension that mirrors
the unsolved real-world challenge of how to assign
meaningful costs to security choices.
3.3

educational element by giving the player a basic idea of
how machines produce clean energy.

4

HOW PLAYERS LEARN SECURITY CONCEPTS

Students learn IA concepts in SecurityEmpire through
our principles for integrating security concepts,
leveraging learning moments, teacher monitoring, the
Security Center, and how we integrate specific IA
concepts. Players learn security concepts through
gameplay in an authentic and motivating fashion: players

Player Incentives and Rewards

We have created opportunities in the game to provide
continuous feedback to players. Existing literature on
game design [24, 25,26] emphasizes the need for shortterm, medium-term, and long-term goals. These goals
should match with the rhythm of play, with multiple
short-term goals accomplished in one session, medium
term goals in a day or two over several sessions, and
long-term goals over weeks or longer.
Our reward schedule is adapted to the single classperiod game length, but includes all three types of goals
and rewards. In SecurityEmpire, an individual sale,
trade, or purchase is a short-term goal. Succeeding in a
purchase to get closer to building one of the energy
systems is its own reward and we observe students
celebrating verbally when they win a bid for that final
piece. Constructing a renewable energy product will take
a few trades and constitute a medium-term goal. For
each renewable energy product built, the player sees a
brief animation of the product being built and producing
energy (Fig. 1).
Achieving this animation is the secondary reward.
Multiple completed renewable energy products will be
needed to achieve the long-term goal of securing a high
rank on the leader board or winning the game. For
example, when the player builds a photovoltaic system,
each piece of the system first drops into place on the
screen (solar panels, inverter, and battery). Wires then
appear, connecting each part. An image of the sun
appears, causing the solar panels to glow and the battery
to emit sparks, signifying that the machine is running
and producing power. The animation runs in a
continuous loop until the player closes the pop-up
window. The continuous animations add a fun dynamic
to the game, informing the player that he has a recently
completed an energy system. We added another subtle

	
  
Figure 1. Animation pop-up for complete energy unit
with good security practices are at an advantage and
players must always consider the costs of security (or
lack thereof) in terms of money and time.
We have aligned learning outcomes of the game with
national and state standards, including the Maryland
Technology Literacy Standards for Students, Digital
Citizenship Howard County, Maryland, the Association
for Computing Machinery, Computer Science Teacher
Association’s K-12 Computer Science Standards, and
the International Society for Technology in Education.
At the Security Center, players may purchase a variety
of security solutions, including software packages that
enable encryption, digital signatures, virus protection,
integrity protection of system software, and data backup.
For each product type, there are typically three different
solution choices with different price-performance
characteristics. For example, the player must be a wise
consumer to decide what product makes the most sense
for his or her budget and application. The Security
Center’s product information offers useful explanations
about security threats, available solutions, product
characteristics, and sound practices.
During gameplay, security incidents create powerful
learning opportunities. For example, a player receives a
pop-up notification that she has won a free component of
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an energy system. If the player clicks on the scam and if
her antivirus software is not adequate or up-to-date, then
a message appears explaining that her computer has been
infected with malware, which will cost $200 to repair
and will result in downtime during which she will be
unable to conduct business transactions. The message
will also direct the player to an appropriate section of the
Security Center for more information and security
solutions. If the player declines to click on the scam,
then a positive-reinforcement message appears
informing the player that she has successfully avoided a
dangerous scam by not clicking on the suspicious link.
The system logs all activity and provides appropriate
summaries to individuals, the group, and the teacher.
These summaries inform the teacher and players about
their security behaviors. For example, the summary
includes the number of times a player avoided or fell
victim to a pop-up scam. News feeds broadcast incident
reports of security events during gameplay.
In addition to pop-up scams, we have included other
security learning activities. When updating security
software (e.g., antivirus software), if a player does not
check the authenticity of the software (using digital
signature verification), she is at risk for attack by
malware embedded in the update. Periodically, auctions
take place where a complete system is sold to the highest
bidder. All bids are posted on a public auction site. If a
player does not encrypt her bid, other players can read
her bid and take advantage of that information.
KAOS periodically launches simulated attacks that
subvert system software by modifying the operating
system. If a player does not invest in security software to
monitor the integrity of her system software, she may
lose time and money recovering from such an attack.
Players who do not invest in suitable backup and
recovery software are at risk for losing time and money
when their systems are devastated by fire, earthquakes,
flood, or theft.
During a one-time initial registration process before
playing, each player creates a username and password.
This password is also used within gameplay, for
example, to sign into the player’s account at the Security
Center. KAOS sometimes tries to guess these passwords
using standard password cracking tools, such as John the
Ripper or RainbowCrack. When KAOS guesses a
player’s password correctly, the player is at risk to lose
time and money to recover from an intrusion, and the
player is encouraged to reset her password, guided in
part by a password policy and strength monitor. The
system also provides positive reinforcement to players
who chose passwords that KAOS was unable to crack.
Sometimes, KAOS attacks a player with targeted
spearfishing messages based on the player’s activities.
For example, if KAOS notices that a player is interested

in buying a particular part, KAOS might offer to sell
such a part at a discounted price. As with pop-ups,
players must avoid clicking on such scams and losing
time and money.
The security events that occur throughout the game
provide timely opportunities to explain consequences
and deliver information to the players. This ability to
provide players immediate and specific feedback based
on their decisions optimizes learning by explaining how
their errors occurred and how their expectations failed
[27]. Players also receive positive feedback when they
make sound cybersecurity choices.
5 Implementation and Development Cycles
We implemented SecurityEmpire with server software
running the game and a client running on the students’
web browsers.
5.1
Server
SecurityEmpire is hosted on a dedicated server. The
server is running a LAMP stack (Linux, Apache,
MySQL and PHP). Since the server for a securityfocused game is an attractive target for hacking, we take
standard precautions for server security: remotely
backed-up logs, salted hashes for all game passwords,
and database configuration in non-web-accessible
locations. In addition, no persistent data are on the
server, so at any time we can easily wipe the server and
re-install the LAMP stack and game code.
5.2
Client
When the player runs SecurityEmpire, she sees a web
client, built as an AJAX application. The high school
computers already have a web browser, so with a webbased client, no new software packages need to be
installed. In addition, a web client allows us to add,
change, and implement features to the game quickly. The
client only shows a view of the game state. All game
logic resides on the server.
5.3
Development Cycles
We have been designing SecurityEmpire iteratively,
alternating focus on appearance and interface with new
game features. For example, the first version of
SecurityEmpire play tested at the partner high school had
a pure-text web interface. Student feedback included
requests for a greater variety of security features,
increased speed, and better graphics.
The second development cycle focused on the visual
appearance of the game, including images for all of the
parts and green energy units. We adjusted many smaller
elements of the game from the news feed, to the
organization of market place, and accelerated gameplay.
We also added short animations to mark significant
events in the game.
Third, we created visual representations of products in
the marketplace, pop up virus attacks, and the log-in
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screen. These illustrations and animations focus the
players’ attention and make the SecurityEmpire
experience more enjoyable. We gave the Agent of
KAOS a visual representation to signal a security breach.
Throughout the development process, we are working
closely with high school partners, including students,
computer science teachers, and school and county
administrators. Access to the game at the high school is
controlled. Students do not have general access to the
Internet, are not exposed to dangerous software, are
unable to send inappropriate messages to other students,
and are unable to perform malicious activity against
other students during gameplay. The teacher can monitor
the game and the game does not impose undue loads on
the school’s network.
In the next cycle, we will implement a new graphical
user interface, with more indications of the player’s
progress, such as an energy icon that will “grow” as the
player builds more machines, and a progression of
lock/safe/fortress representing their security success,
based on the number of security lapses and IA incidents
avoided. We would also like to incorporate additional
security concepts, including physical security and the
"insider" threat. As the narrative of the game develops,
the complexity and scope of the security issues it can
encompass will expand.

agreement to the evaluative statements on a scale of 1
(strongly disagree) to 5 (strongly agree).
We also collected a variety of gameplay metrics
including ones dealing with security concepts as well as
standard quantitative metrics typically collected by game
designers. We looked for patterns of gameplay events
typical of the leaders and poor performers to evaluate
their strategies. For example, we measured statistics
about which security errors players make, which errors
players repeat, how their errors change over time within
a game and over multiple games, and how these errors
relate to their prior knowledge.
During the gameplay sessions, the development team
and our collaborating teachers carefully watched the
students play the game. All students were engaged in the
game and there was a lot of communication between
players as they developed their strategies to acquire the
parts they needed. Researchers then conducted semistructured group interviews to elicit more specific and
in-depth perspectives on the game.
Survey responses reflected favorable ratings of many
aspects of the game, particularly the level of
engagement/focus they felt during the game. (Appendix
A reports the preliminary data). The fast-paced and
engaging nature of the game was also verified by
responses to open-ended questions and semi-structured
interviews. The game metrics confirmed that the leaders
6
EVALUATION
in the game had more proactive security choices and
We placed significant attention on evaluation throughout fewer security breaches than the other players.
the creation and development of SecurityEmpire. Each
step of the game development cycle was iterative. We 7
FUTURE WORK
field-tested the game several times early in its
development at a high school computer science class. The scope and depth of the evaluation will be enhanced
As the game developed to a stable version, we tested it as the game develops. Continued evaluation will use
more formally. The evaluation methodologies include a before- and after-testing and in-game feedback through
review of gameplay metrics, player surveys about their pop-up questions.
During gameplay, brief multiple-choice pop-up
experiences playing the game, observations of research
team during game play sessions, open ended questions will periodically appear at critical events. In
addition, we will record and analyze in-game metrics to
questionnaires, and semi-structured group interviews.
Our subjects were high school students at two local see how the use of IA concepts evolves with gameplay.
high schools. We also tested the game with Both in-game questions and metrics have been
undergraduate students in a gaming class at UMBC. We successfully used in evaluating previous games and
introduced the game to students with minimal simulations [28,29]. Because this project involves
instructions. We wanted to ensure that students could collaboration with both K-12 teachers and faculty from
easily engage in SecurityEmpire as soon as the teacher our university’s education department, there is a wealth
releases the game. There was no hesitation or delay as of pedagogical and methodological expertise to generate
the students initiated play and most of them succeeded in valuable data and to use that data for continual
improvement of the game design, usability, and value.
building energy systems.
The evaluation sessions consisted of an introduction to We will require iteration and refinement to ensure the
the game and then two game play periods of game is balanced and playable by both novice and
approximately fifteen minutes each. Then players were skilled players.
Leveraging the power and popularity of social media,
asked to complete a short survey about their gameplay
experience. Students were asked to rate their level of we are creating another version of the game as an
application for the general population. Whereas the
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original SecurityEmpire game is for classroom use
without using social media, a multiplatform version of
the game would have the potential to reach a broader
scope of players. The game will require changes to
support non-simultaneous play by a potentially far larger
player pool. By accommodating users with limited
knowledge of computers and computer security,
SecurityEmpire will reach more people than other games
that require computer expertise.
As we develop this version of the game for use outside
the classroom, this project will be in a unique position to
make direct comparisons between in-classroom guided
use of a game and open free play of an educational
game. Because the game will be systematically evaluated
in the classroom version and in the online version, we
will compare both versions of the game by analyzing the
evaluation data, game metrics, and qualitative user
reactions.
We also plan to create a collection of teacher materials
including teacher notes, background reading for teachers
and students, and guidance for using the game inside or
outside the classroom. Materials will include information
on DHS’s “Stop. Think. Connect.” and on the concepts
of confidentiality, authentication, integrity, and
availability [30]. This information will allow even
teachers who are not strong on the security concepts to
offer lessons using the game. Schools will be able to use
the game from our server. We will also provide the game
for download, along with server specifications and
directions for system administrators, to schools that want
to serve the game entirely within their own closed
Internet environment.

8

CONCLUSIONS

We have developed a new multiplayer interactive
computer game and deployed it in high school computer
science classes. Preliminary survey data demonstrate
that players found SecurityEmpire to be an immersing
and enjoyable game.
Although the potential of
SecurityEmpire to improve actual cybersecurity
practices is yet unproven, the engaging nature of the
games makes it a very promising curriculum resource.
Partnering with high schools to create and evaluate the
educational game provided us with a productive
development environment and enhanced relationships
between our university and the schools. The
collaborative development gave us the opportunity to
change elements of the game based on high school
student feedback and observations of their play. High
school students and teachers learned more about our
university, interacted with some of its faculty, and

witnessed the creation and development of an interactive
computer based game.
SecurityEmpire demonstrates that students with no
prior experience in computer security can learn about
cybersecurity through a competitive challenge in which
making wise security choices in authentic settings gives
them an advantage in the game. We will continue to
develop the game and to evaluate its effectiveness at
improving the security awareness, understanding, and
behaviors of students who play it.
9
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Appendix A

SecurityEmpire Game Play Survey Preliminary Data

N=74
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1 - Strongly Disagree

2 - Disagree

3 - Neutral

4 - Agree

5 - Strongly Agree
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